Alto
Stylish solutions for any bathroom
The Alto collection, designed by the internationally renowned Studio Levien, has many innovative features that you’d expect from a luxury bathroom range – yet at an affordable price.
Alto
This versatile range of contemporary porcelain and stylish bathroom fittings is suited to domestic or commercial use, whatever the space. Its relatively small scale makes it ideal for small bathrooms, en-suites and cloakrooms.
Design by Studio Levien

See p14-18 for the complete range
Bathing options

Alto

Alto idealform baths
The Alto rectangular bath is available in two widths, 75cm and 70cm; or as a double ended bath or shower bath with left or right handed options. For those of you wanting a more indulgent bathing experience, it is also available with the Twin Plus whirlpool system.

Alto idealform Plus+ baths
For an extra touch of luxury, Idealform Plus+ baths are designed to be exceptionally strong and durable, with added insulating properties to keep water warmer for longer.

Alto

Whether your bathroom is a period house or a minimal apartment, the simplicity of Alto’s timeless design allows your own style to do the talking. Design by Studio Levien

See p16 for the complete bath range
Alto 55cm semi-countertop basin with single-lever basin mixer. Back-to-wall WC suite, Tipica shower enclosure and Alto Ecotherm shower.

See p14-18 for the complete range.
The ideal choice for a bathroom on a budget.

The Alto range of fittings provides quality and reliability at an affordable price. The range features basin and bath pillar taps, single lever and dual control basin mixers, bath filler and bath shower mixer with shower handspray.

For the environmentally conscious, the CLICK cartridge in the single lever basin mixer encourages water saving by providing a helpful reference point when using 50% of the water flow.

For the most efficient use of water it is important to have the right balance between the flow rate and pressure to minimise the consumption of water. With Alto this can be achieved by the use of flow regulators. Five litres per minute flow regulators are supplied with the basin mixers and four litres per minute flow regulators with the basin pillar taps.

CLICK technology
To take advantage of this water saving device, the user lifts the lever handle until they feel a slight resistance, which indicates that the fitting is delivering only 50% of its maximum flow potential. Lifting the handle further increases the flow to full volume.
Alto Ecotherm
A contemporary bar valve with innovative fixing bracket

The wall mounted shower valve and bath shower mixer are much more robust than other bar valves due to the innovative and unique fixing bracket, ensuring a guaranteed quality installation. Not only that, their sleek chrome finish looks great on any wall. While their built-in safety controls and cool body make them safe for all the family.

The fast fix bracket
The competitor’s fixing brackets fit inside the wall so require internal access during their installation. And if their valve is to be mounted on a solid wall then more channelling out is required for the bracket, along with extensive making good. The Alto Ecotherm attaches to the outside of the wall, offering a number of advantages:

- No requirement for internal access
- A more robust fixing
- No making good required
- All water connections are external (so less damage should water leaks occur, and much easier to fix)
- The bar valve sits no further from the wall than those with domed pipe covers

See p19 for complete Ecotherm range

Features and Benefits

- Innovative fast fix installation bracket providing quick and easy installation
- Ceramic cartridge for accurate flow control and no drips
- For existing installations with standard pipe centres, no internal wall access is required to mount the fixing bracket
- Shower outlet flow regulators can be fitted between the shower valve and the hose and head, regulators can achieve a flow rate of 9, 8, 7, 6 or 5 litres per minute
- The maximum temperature stop is adjustable to 43°C, 46°C or 48°C, ensuring a safe shower every time
- The Eco stop button means you save water – and save on the bills
- Simple fast fix surface mounted bracket ensures a rigid fixing and saves both time and cost
- A built-in safety stop at 40°C makes Alto Ecotherm safe for all the family
- Bath shower mixer offers a Part G compliant solution for temperature control
- Rim mounted bath shower mixer supplied with rigid legs to ensure sufficient air gap between the outlet and the bath water
- 5 year manufacturer’s guarantee

Alto Ecotherm wall mounted bath shower mixer
Alto Ecotherm rim mounted bath shower mixer
Alto

**Pedestal basin**
60cm, 55cm and 50cm options

- E7465 60cm basin one tap hole
- E7466 60cm basin two tap holes
- E7455 55cm basin one tap hole
- E7456 55cm basin two tap holes
- E7445 50cm basin one tap hole
- E7446 50cm basin two tap holes
- E7402 Full pedestal
- E0070 Basin fixing set with 14cm rag bolts for solid walls

**Semi-Pedestal basin**
60cm, 55cm and 50cm options

- E7465 60cm basin one tap hole
- E7466 60cm basin two tap holes
- E7455 55cm basin one tap hole
- E7456 55cm basin two tap holes
- E7445 50cm basin one tap hole
- E7446 50cm basin two tap holes
- E7495 Semi-pedestal for 60cm and 55cm basins
- E7502 Semi-pedestal for 50cm basins
- E0070 Basin fixing set with 14cm rag bolts for solid walls

**45cm Handrinse basin**

- E7425 Handrinse basin, one tap hole
- E7426 Handrinse basin, two tap holes
- E7502 Handrinse semi-pedestal
- E0070 Basin fixing set with 14cm rag bolts for solid walls

**56cm Countertop basin**

- R4108 One tap hole

**55cm Semi-countertop basin**

- E7585 One tap hole
- E7586 Two tap holes

---

**Close coupled WC suite**

- E7543 Close coupled WC bowl with horizontal outlet
- E7514 Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres
- E7544 Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres
- E7590 Seat and cover

**Back-to-wall WC suite**

- E7573 Back-to-wall WC bowl
- E7590 Seat and cover

**Wall mounted WC suite**

- R3419 Wall mounted WC bowl with horizontal outlet
- E0060 Support brackets (pair)
- E7590 Seat and cover

**Floor standing bidet**

- R3706 One tap hole
Alto 170cm Idealform bath
- E7605 170cm x 75cm Idealform bath, chrome finish hand grips, two tap holes
- E7604 170cm x 75cm Idealform bath, chrome finish hand grips, no tap holes
- E7607 AA Curved bath shower screen (height 1420mm)

Alto 170cm Idealform Plus+ Shower bath
- E7602 Left hand 170cm Idealform Plus+ shower bath, no tap holes
- E7603 Right hand 170cm Idealform Plus+ shower bath, no tap holes
- E7604 170cm shower bath front panel, left hand

Alto 170cm Idealform double ended bath
- E7634 170cm x 75cm Double ended Idealform bath with grips, two tap holes

Alto 170cm Idealform Whirlpool bath
- E7697 170cm x 70cm Idealform Plus+ rectangular bath, no tap holes

Alto 170cm Idealform Plus+ bath
- E7646 170cm x 75cm Idealform Plus+ rectangular bath, no tap holes
- E7644 170cm x 75cm Idealform Plus+ rectangular bath, no taps holes, left hand
- E7643 170cm x 75cm Idealform Plus+ rectangular bath, no grips, two tap holes
- E7642 170cm x 75cm Idealform Plus+ rectangular bath, no grips, two tap holes, 149 litres

Alto 170cm Idealform Plus+ shower bath
- E7606 70cm end bath panel
- E7607 AA Curved bath shower screen (height 1420mm)

Alto 170cm Idealform Plus+ Whirlpool bath
- E7639 Standard 75cm end bath panel

Alto CT 170cm Idealform Plus+ bath
- E7626 170cm x 70cm Idealform Plus+ rectangular bath with grips, no tap holes
- E7625 170cm x 70cm Idealform Plus+ rectangular bath, no grips, no tap holes

Alto CT 170cm Idealform bath
- E7640 170cm x 70cm Idealform bath, chrome finish hand grips, two tap holes
- E7641 170cm x 70cm Idealform bath, chrome finish hand grips, two tap holes, 140 litres

Alto CT 170cm Idealform Whirlpool bath
- E7696 170cm x 70cm front panel for Idealform Plus+ only
- E4832 75cm Unilux Plus+ end panel for Idealform Plus+ only

Alto CT 170cm Idealform bath
- E7642 170cm x 70cm rectangular water saving bath with grips, two tap holes, 140 litres
- E7641 170cm x 70cm rectangular water saving bath with grips, two tap holes, 140 litres

Alto CT 170cm Idealform Shower bath
- E7605 170cm front bath panel, right hand
- E7606 70cm end bath panel
- E7607 AA Curved bath shower screen (height 1420mm)

Alto 150cm Idealform Plus+ bath
- E7624 170cm x 70cm Idealform Plus+ rectangular bath, no grips, no tap holes

Alto 150cm Idealform bath
- E7619 170cm x 70cm rectangular bath, no hand grips, two tap holes

Alto 150cm Idealform Plus+ shower bath
- E7620 170cm x 70cm rectangular bath, no hand grips, no tap holes
- E7618 150cm x 70cm rectangular bath, with hand grips, two tap holes

Alto 150cm Idealform Plus+ double ended bath
- E7641 170cm x 70cm Idealform Plus+ double ended rectangular bath, no grips, no tap holes

Alto 150cm Idealform double ended bath
- E7633 170cm x 70cm Idealform Plus+ double ended rectangular bath, no grips, no tap holes

Alto 150cm Idealform bath
- E7637 170cm x 70cm Idealform Plus+ double ended rectangular bath, no grips, no tap holes

Alto 150cm Idealform Whirlpool bath
- E7639 Standard 75cm end bath panel

Available with Twin Plus whirlpool system feature.
Guarantee

Our confidence in the quality and reliability of Ideal Standard products enables us to guarantee all ceramic products (including accessories) for a lifetime and Idealcast and Idealform acrylic baths for 25 years from date of purchase. Bathroom furniture, bath panels, mixers and taps, WC suites and cistern fittings are guaranteed for 5 years from date of purchase. Parts (including flushvalves) are guaranteed for 5 years and will be replaced if found to be faulty. Whirlpool bath systems are guaranteed for 2 years from the date of purchase (including all components). The guarantee does not cover general wear and tear. Our guarantee is offered on all products that have been used in the manner for which they were intended, and does not apply to any products that have been misused or abused in any way. Products must be installed and cared for in line with our fixing instructions and local water byelaws. The guarantee covers products in domestic use by the consumer and not commercial or business use. In the unlikely event the product fails within the guarantee period, we offer a free replacement or replacement part (or nearest equivalent). Liability is limited to individual products and does not cover consequential loss or damage on installations. When your bathroom has been satisfactorily installed and is working well, please ensure you register your guarantee. The guarantee is transferable – it applies to the product not the purchaser provided guarantee registration details are passed on to the new owner. You can register for guarantees on a bathroom bought on your behalf by a plumber or builder. Applies to UK and Republic of Ireland only. This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Ideal Standard pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design and performance of its products. The right is therefore reserved to vary specifications without notice. Colour reproduction is as accurate as possible within the limitations of the printing process.

Recognised plumbing associations
Association of Plumbing and Heating Contractors (APHC), www.aphc.co.uk, Tel: 024 7647 0626
The Chartered Institute of Plumbing and Heating Engineering, www.ciphe.org.uk, Tel: 01708 472791
Scottish and Northern Ireland Plumbing Employers Federation, www.snipef.org.uk, Tel: 0131 225 2255